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Installation Leveling
1. Cabinets should be leveled prior to loading.
2. Cabinets should be in their final location before
leveling is attempted.
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3. Two elements are clearly visible when a cabinet
has been leveled properly. The cabinet will be
vertical or tipped back slightly.
4. The doors will align with each other and with the
sides of the cabinet.
5. To level the cabinet open the cupboard doors and
adjust the glides located at each corner of the
cabinet. Use a 1/4” hex driver or socket. Glides
may also be adjusted by tipping the cabinet and
rotating the 7/8” hex head (Figure 1).

Positioning Multiple Cabinets
1. Multiple cabinets should be ganged together/or to
adjacent lateral files (see users guide for
recommended installation of lateral files)
(Figure 2).
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2. Cabinets must be leveled prior to ganging. Begin
by leveling the cabinet located at the highest
point on the floor.
3. Gang cabinets by driving the supplied 1/2” self
drilling screws into the side of the cabinet.
Screws should be drilled as close to the top and
bottom of the cabinet as possible. Front screws
should be drilled through the square holes in the
front upright. Back screws should be drilled
directly behind the back upright (Figure 3).
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Stacking Storage Cabinets
1. Ensure leveling glides if present, are removed.
2. Secure the upper unit to the lower one near the
(4) corners of the top using the self drilling #10
screws from inside lower unit (Figure 4).

Multiple Cabinets
1. Cabinets should be ganged to adjacent units as
described in previous section (Figure 5).
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